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In March, 2017, Hudson Aquatic Systems installed an AquaPaws Plus at the Navy Special Warfare Facility in 
Virginia Beach, Virginia. This facility is home to eight different Navy Seal Teams and three Special Boat Teams, 
including the infamous Seal Team Six. This includes various support commands totaling up to around 9,200 
personnel.  
 
Strong, performing dogs are a very important part of the military and our AquaPaws Plus will be able to help 
with fitness and conditioning. The K9 Seals are highly skilled, highly motivated, and highly trained special ops 
experts. These dogs must be able to perform extraordinary military missions by sea, air, and land – and our 
AquaPaws Plus will help them carry out their intense sessions of training, conditioning, and rehabilitation.  
 
The dogs are trained to detect and identify both explosive material and hostile or hidden humans. The dogs are 
meant to think and act twice as fast as a human, so that no one can out run them. They enter certain danger 
zones first, and allow their handlers to follow. The dog Seals are meant to keep the human Seal Teams safe, 
therefore they train in the most elite equipment in order to best prepare for an actual mission.  
 
Hudson’s AquaPaws Plus underwater treadmill system was designed to improve the lives of canines – it will 
provide the dog Seals with a low-impact and high-resistance workout for optimal training and conditioning. The 
buoyancy and resistance allows the dogs to have a rigorous cardiovascular workout, which will also reduce 
stress on their joints. In the event that a K9 Seal does get injured during training or a mission the AquaPaws Plus 
will allow for earlier intervention and a quicker recovery so they can get back to work as fast as possible.  

 


